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Abstract of Paper
This paper elucidates the methodological issues Involved_ In studying health problems related to occupations.
The emphasis on rapid lndustrtallaation particularly for· expo� and the consequent (deteriorating) Impact
health-wise this has for workers' Involved · in these (export) Industries Is th& broad context In which this
paper Is situated. We dlacuss the various perceptions from which the Issue of occupational health has
been studied and argue for a multl-dlmenslonal approach to the problem. Taking the leather tanning Industry
as a case study. an attempt I• made to expRcate the linkage between processes of production. labour.
conditions of work, and the Impact of all these on· the health of the tannery workers.
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Occupational Health : Methodological Issues for Consideration
from a Study of the Leather Tanning Industry
Introduction
The term development' Is usually associated with .. economic development and the growth of National
Income normally is . considered as its potential measure� There la. however, never any one to one
correspondence-between - per . capita Income, growth and conditions of human existence. This Is more
especially ao In developing countries. In this context, maintaining and improving health of a population
as an objective of development Is a relatively new phenomenon.
1

..

Health Is a multi-dimensional term. Aa per the definition handed down by the World H.talth Organisation,
- health denotes, 11a state of physical, mental and social-well being and not merely the absence of disease
or Infirmity". 1 Health can be approached both In te.rms of negative and positive models: In dynamic and
static terms: or deeorlbed either as stock or flow; soma have explained health as a good while quite a
few have tried to oonoeptuallse it In terms of production and �•uf!'lption · functions. At times health Is
also explained In terms of health care, utilisation of health eerv1ces etc. Since the objiotive of this paper
Is confined to the methodological Issues of occupational health, we hav4if
. refrained frum the debate surrounding
various concepts and determinants of health.
. .

.

When an Individual's health fails, it need not be only due to genetic or biological reasons. His/her

environment, that Is, llvlng and working concUtlons, could also account for It. Our emphasis In this
paper Is on this aspect of health. namely. the direct and· Indirect Impact of a person's occupation on
his/her health/well-being. The origin of occupational health as a· distinct . branch of health care serv
ices Is recent even In developed countrlet: in developing countrlea It has only begun. The joint ILO/
WHO Committee oli Occupational Health. In the course of Its first aesalon, held In 1950, gave the
following definition of oocupattonal health: --occupational health should· aim at the promotion and
maintenance of the highest degree of phys1cal, 'mental and social well-being· of workers in all
occupations; the prevention among workera' of departure from health caused by their working condl·
tlone: the protection of the workers in their employment from . risks res_ultlng from the factors
adverse to health; the plaolng and maintenance of _workers In an occupational environment adapted to
his physiological and psychological equipment: and, to summarise, the adaptation of work to man
and of each man to his Job".2
This definition of health places emphasis on the Immediate causal linkages betwee,:, the development
of- particular Industrial processes and apecfflc heallh . hazards. ·Any. attempt to understand fully the
lnd•Jstrlalfaatlon has of necessity to go
causes of . health problems consequent upon the processes. of
.
. . .
beyond the invnedate causal Unkages. There is need to examine· the wider political and economic
forces which determine the pattem of lndustrl�I development, the consequences of which are borne
by workers and their families as well as by people who may not be directly or even Indirectly
connected to the process of development,· but, nonetheless are exposed to health risks.3
The plan of this paper Is as follows: In SecUon I we try and establish how occupational health is
directly related to the pace, pattern and intensity of Industrial development. Given that the underde·
veloped countrie?· (UDC's) are characterised by large Informal ·sectors. ill-conceived and poor•ooverage
of social leglslatlon, and the near Impossibility of monitoring and evaluating the implication and
working of pollctes on different sections of the population, any emphasis on accelerating Industrial
development Ipso facto means a sharp deterioration In the working environment and therefore the
health of the workers.
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In section II we bring togethe, ., ��o�, perceptions on occupational health. the different methodologies
developed based on these perceptions and. emphasise the need to approach occupational health as a
multl-dimenslonal phenomenon.
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SECTION I -

over the :tast few de�des� Industrial·· a�vit'/ In developing nations has greatly l�creased. These nations
.
have usect· a var1ety 6f �cfes to stimulate production and achieve economic gains. In order to
compete;'
;worfd
maif<'et: many· ·, eountrlea ·. have reetructured production In their.... industrial sectors,
.
actlvefy -'promotetf frivestments·· by foreigners . al"ld encouraged the development of small-scale enterprises •
However, the· 'expansion· of• lhdustries and the rosultant higher growth has not meant better working
conditions for the workers. On the contrary, this, growth has Increased the health risks confronting
workers and communities. In other words, we can say that the pattem of Industrial development or
that the production of these
in
the,· choices of '.p articular products. the. technologies
. .
. . 'd. .:�$ttialisatJon;':
,:..
�
: .: . . .
.
.
products;,, rettulre·, earry ·with · them·: 1he · germs of occupational hazards. It Is this nature of overall
produet'lort' ·proctss ·· th·a t ultimately, sharpens or blunts· the edge of hazards.
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·occ upational Health and Safety (OHS) ·problems associated with industrlallsatlon
In develdplijg'.countr��s
1
are. and··wiU lnoreaslflgly (unless· confronted headlong) beCOf1'.\8
serious than In developed countries
..
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p��erallv. poor . quanty of h�man and environmental conditions. The developed nations
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other hand. · the 'lriduttr1a6se or perish' situation In which a country like India
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It ls Important to mention at this Juncture that since the prevalence of unemployment in UDCs Is of
·
·�,ry:.hl�h or�e�:,
�otk•is,;at� prepar�d to acc�pt �y job, Irrespective of the dangers Involved. Labour Is
cheap ·· a.nd easily· replaceable; therefore· ·employers, aee no need for Improving oceupattonal health and
.
safety .. ·tabou'r un1oris are·
;controlled by. tuH-tlmt politlc,iana who consider health a political laaue,
f
controls thE c0t.tntry's . government. The aeriouanesa of all these facts Is
..•f3pe61i"y -·�hen :,#;�lr:
.fl.lghter,td: by.· th, existing soclc>'-economtc elder in poor countries, In which national meclevallsm and
multinational modernism· play a crucial role.• A related phenomenon affecting UOCe which are dependent
on Multinational' Corporat1ons/Tran1natlonal Corpotdons for moat of their production techniques, is the
lack of fu11 Information (deliberately or otherwise) particularly that relating to safety measures. By Its
: vefy definition> the stand· ards· ·or 'safety, and working condltlona for a worker in an uoc are not matters
where 'Strtet monitoring and evaluation systems appty.
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Apart from these, In lJDCs the i differentiation In labour parallels differentiation in production processes
· and : therefore · cRfferenttation · In exposure .: to· health. . This· hae been brought out by Oadeer5 In her
analysls of· the · o rganisation · of labour around technologies ·1n. the new and old Industries of India. Her
study reveals that (I) the technological option6 chosen has made some tasks In the production process
more hazardous; (ii) that these tasks are generally Qlven to unskilled contract and casual workers who
2
•
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have little bargaining power: (iii) that there is · a strong . · tendency to device less safe but quicker
methods of production particularly In the amall-acale units; (iv) even In the unorganised sector.
Industries which are mechanised sub-contract to small-scale units and thus depend on contract labour
for the completion of many necessary tasks. Thus the vulnerable position of casual workers In the
informal sector, (who are labelled •unskilled' who are significant in size. contribute . maximum labour and
are likely to take up hazardous Jobs) goes unrecognJsed.
The wastage of human life during the Industrial revolution. brought about by child labour, unsafe mines
and other exploitative conditions has been documented for various countries.7 Improved labour organlsa
tions.8 prote�tive labour legislation programmes9 and · Increased sophistication 10 have since ameliorated
such conditions and many grosser known hazards In Industrialised countries. But other measures were
slow to be taken up. In the United States, for example, it was not until 1970's that a relatively
Comprehensive Occupational Safety and Health Act was a90pted · specifying one definite standard. with
others to be adopted adminlstra�vely as set forth by law. 1.1 This is true, in the case of other
.
developedllndustrlallsed countries too.
In other words. it can be said that almost all OHS policies were and still are standard setting, piece
meal In nature, directed to particular Industries like . mines, construction etc.• with legislation enacted
being specific to a Industry and administered bureaucratically. After considerable struggle by labour a
'new style• leglalatlon was enacted which covers all employees and Includes them in the strategy for
develop�ent. 12 Emphasis Is now given to problems . lr'I a manner very different from the past. Physical
exposure to fumes, dusts and toxic substances have been nearly overcome and oocurre·nce of a
specific poisoning or dust disease Is on the decline In .these countries due to environmental research
and education controls taken. Consequent upon the · strict supervision of the work environment and ·
controls. measures to avoid any existing and potential hazards, occupational health (OH) services are
now available within the Industry.
On the contrary. In developing countries OH Is equated with labour welfare and labour legislations.
There is neither ariiy comprehensive understanding nor stringent laws covering . health and safety of
workera. The laws regarding health and safety · of · workers are part of various legislations which
actually deal. with workers· welfare. This .we wltl . explain
with
the · case of Jndia. One important and
.
.·
probably the only way the Indian govemment deals with occupational health ls through the legal
mechanism. There have been a series of . labour laws aimed at amelloratln(1: the conditions of labour,
namely: (1) Factories Act, 1948 (this la preacriptive and protective In nature), (2} The Workmen's
Compensation Act, 1923 (curative). and. (3) Employers• State Insurance Scheme Act. 1948 (ESIS)
(compensatory).
.

.

.

'

•.

The Factories Act, 1948 has laid down provisions for the general health of workers by PRESCRIB·

ING details about cleanliness, disposal of wastes and effluents, ventilation and temperature, dust and
fume, artlflclal hu':1'11diffoatlon, over- crowding. lighting, drinking water, latrines. urinals. and spitters. It
also provides for safety of employees by laying down specifications for fencing of machinery, work
on or near machinery In motion. employment of young persons Qn. dangerous machines, striking gear
and devices for cutting off power. Further. ft contains provisions which prohibit employment of women
and children in hazardous operations besides specifying safety appliances for various · parts of bodies
against heat. fire, noise. chemicals etc. Standard safety specifications_.. are also mentioned In the Act.
The Act empowers state governments to declare a manufacturing process as dangerous operation. It
also makes it mandatory for the employer/owner to employ safety officers to periodically assess the
hazards and to review the conditions of dangerous operations. The Chief Inspectorate of Factories Is
the highest authority to recommend and specify safety and health measures.
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The ESIS Act provides for benefit in case of sickness, matemity and employment Injury to workers
whose monthly Income is less than Rs.3000/-. The ESIS Act is applicable to all units where 20 or
more workers are employed. In case of employment Injury. the Act guarantees sick leave without loss
of wages. Schedule 111 13 of Workmen's Compensation Act Is applicable to ESIS Act for claiming
compensation. The sickness benefits apply not only to related occupational diseases, but also to all
types of sickness problems of insured worker- and their families.
The Workmen'• Compenaatlon Act guarantees compensation In the case of occupational injuries and
diseases. Diseases listed in Schedule Ill of the Act are compensable. The compensation paid under
this Act Is mainly for Injuries caused by accidents. The act covers a wide range of workers who are
not covered by ESIS Act. Under this Act, workers whose employment is temporary·, Including agricul
tural labourers, can claim compensation.
These Acta have several kinds of problems : Firstly, even the little that has been enacted In the name
of safeguarding workers does not cover all category of workers .. casual and contract as well as
workers In the unorganised sector. It ls precisely these categories of workers who are working in
unhealthy environments and are engaged In dangerous· processes involving contact with hazardous
chemicals/dangerous operations. Thus those who are In greatest need of protection are the ones who
are . least touched by regulations.
Secondly, even those who are covered by various Acts, have · not really benefited for the following
reasons :
I)

A worker cannot directly take a factory owner to court even if the latter violates all provisions of
the Factories Act. The Factory lnsp,ctorat� Is the only authority which can seek legal action
against employers.
�:·

ii)

All factories are not inspected by the Factory Inspector for the target given to him/her is beyond
his/her capacity (both In terms of time and money).

iii)

The Acts only provide/lay clear remedies that are available to workers subsequent to disease or
infirmity, but do not lay down any principle regarding prevention of unsafe working conditions.

iv)

The benefit at the time of Injury under ESIS is not available if the Injured worker
has not
.�
contributed to the common fund for at least 13 months.

v)

As far as ESIS Is considered it has become a scheme for general health of worker. The ESIS
hospitals do not have trained doctors to dlaonose occupational diseases.

vi)

Under Workmen's Compensation Act, a · worker Is entitled to compensation only lf he/she is
bedridden for a minimum of 3 days, If the Injury doec not hamper the production of a commodity.
then. it Is not considered Injury.

There are many more lacunae: It is evident that these laws are far from adequate. Still one can say,
strict enforcement of these is as Important as the struggle for better laws.
In UDCs the health hazards have resulted not only from the 'export or perish" policy of the government
and the extreme lmmlserization of workers, but also from shortcomings. such as financial resources,
operational experience, training capacity, information· system and pollution control technology. These
shortcomings have restricted the assessment of adverse health consequences of Industrial development
and the establishment of policies for their prevention and control.
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SECTION II
In this section, we bring together various perceptions of occupational health, and the different methodologies
that are used to study occupational health based on these perceptions. Our analysis consequently emphasises
the need for a multl-dlmensional/interdiselplinary approach to the problem of occupational health.
Before going Into the methodologies, it is essential to bring out the difference between occupational Injury/
accident and occupational illness/ill-health. From an OHS policy perspective the former has received more
attention than the latter, since the cause of an accident can be more readily known than the cause of
illness. Illness may not show up until, say, 20 to 40 years; therefore establishing causality becomes
difficult. Moreover, work-related Injuries may also be undistinguishable from chronic Illnesses due to other
causes. However, from the methodological and/or research point of view, more emphasis has been given
to Illness than Injury.
Over the years, the scope and approach to occupational health has widened considerably and now broadly
covers the following personnel: pure-scientist. toxlcc;>loglst, ergonomist, epldemlologlst etc., each of whom
have Imparted a particular perception to occupational health. Until recently the concept of occupational
disease denoted a specific clinical and pathological syndrome caused by . a hazard specific to a particular
type of work or work atmosphere. This was largely considered to be a physician's domain and/or it was
large�y associated with 'cllnlcaVlaboratory' re�earch• . This Is mostly curative in nature. This often does not
consider the other social, economic and environmental factors which contribute to workers' health. Moreover
all physicians do not possess adequate knowledge of work processes and Its effect on health.
Ergonomics Is now a well recognised discipline and constitutes �n Integral part of any advanced OH
service. It slmply means fitting Job to the worker which Involves designing of machines, tools,
equipment and manufaeturlng processes, lay• out . of the places of work, methods of work and
environment In order to achieve greater efflclenoy of both man and ma�hine. This application of
ergonomics makes significant contribution In reducing Industrial accident and hence In Improving the
overall health and efficiency · of the workers. It Involves . pr�tectlon from physical hazards/Injuries but
chemical and biological hazards Involved In industrial processes are beyond its scope. It is 'technical' In
:!
approach and the human component Is neglected. 14
.

.

.

In order to reduc.e the time of production and to lncre�se . the pace, many chemicals are used In
Industries. Herein comes the role of the toxicologist, who studies the harmful_ effects of chemicals on
biological systems. There are currently sixty to seventy thousand chemicals In production and the list is
expanding at a rate of 700 per year. But, only 20 chemicals per year on an average have been
recognised by most OHS agencies as human carcinogens (which means, It c9uld cause cancer). The
International Agency for Cancer Research, a· body which works with WHO. lists 221 chemicals as
carcinogenic. · National. Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), USA, lists over 2000
chemicals as suspected carclnogens.15 Unless all chemicals used are tested . and Threshold Limit Value
(TLV) Is recommended based on climate and working atmosphere. it is difficult to ban chemicals even
If the latter turn out to be fatally toxic. Moreover, In the work place, since local names and brand names
are used, it becomes difficult to Identify the actual chemical and Its effect. Hence the role of toxicologist
cannot be Ignored in OHS policy.
Epidemiology • which studies the distribution of disease, its causes and its risk factor on human
population • contributes to knowledge on the impact of occupation on health by (I) Identifying hazards and
estimating their significance, (ii) relating hazards to disease and Impairment, (iii) quantifying such
relationships to generate and test hypothesis on cause- effect relations. This provides a sound basis for
recommending safe working conditions. These recommendations, with or without further policy modifica5
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tions, are frequently used as the scientific basis for legal standard�. 16 The data needed for descriptive
epidemiology can be obtained from health surveillance of workers and by monitorlng of workers· health
and their environment. Epidemiology studies can be either cross sectional or longitudinal ones. 1 7 The
fonner measures the prevalence rate and the latter measures the Incidence rate. However epidemiological
research tends to focus too narrowly on the direct cause of ill•health without seeing the wider relationship
which exists between a disease and the soelo·political-eoonomlc environment.1 8
In the world of work, work processes and work pace keep changing. The changes are mostly dictated
by technological and/or economic considerations. Whatever be the motive for change, the implications of
such change on the environment or for the health of the workers involved seldom form part of the programme
either at the stage of conception of the change or in its Implementation. There has always been some
scientific uncertainty about whether a specific exposure causes a specific health effect. People with different
interests and perspectives often disagree on the credibility and strength of the evidence.
Epidemiology, however seems to be more comprehensive, compared to others, but It Is not holistic.
Epldemlologlsts are still struggling to free themselves from the · older model of a single etlologlcal agent
producing a specific disease to one that encompasses the dynamic Influence of soc;lal and environmental
influences on the distribution of disease In a population. Epidemiologists, most of whom are physicians,
have become· habituated to think In uniform ways that· stifle creativity. One unfortunate consequence of
medical culture's influence on epidemiology Is the commitment to· a system of disease classlfleatlon that
was generated and utilised mainly by practitioners of cllnleal medicine. which falls to take Into account
the social and environment causes of disease distribution. Some epidemiologists have given thought to
the development of other schemes of classlflcatlon . which are not derived from clinical medicine or from
.
pathology. in which . diverse types of diseases may be grouped according to ether properties they may
have In common.19 In order to make their methodology powerful epidemiologists are mindful about the (blo)
statistical tnterpretation of their data. Unless epidemiologists go beyond these epistemological and
technological constraints of the discipline In search of · explanations with political and social foundations
It cannot be holistic. Since all these methodologies need sophisticated data systems and techniques, they
cannot be applied In all work places, more so In developing countries.
Analogous to the 'new style' legislations and techniques In the developed oountriea baaed on an Integrated
approach to occupational health and safety. we have In India • . albeit In not so Integrated a manner, quite
a few research laboratories. Institutions and organisations (voluntary and government) etc., Increasingly looking
Into the phenomenon of OHS. These Include the Indian Toxicology Research Centre (ITRC), Lucknow; National
Institute of Occupational Health (NIOH), Ahmedabad; All India Hygiene and Public Health, Calcutta: Central
Labour Institute, Bombay: National Envtronmental Engineering Institute, Nagpur� Apart from these there are
some university departments, medical colleg.es and Industries which do research on occupational health,
to special OH problems. Most of these are proJect·based research Institutes.
but their Interest generally relates
.
.
I
where developing a methodology to study OH and/or aot as a body to lnflu�nce legfslatlons relating to
the same Is not of primary coneem.
If one goes through the review of OH research In India published perlodicaliy by the Indian CouncU of
Medical Research (ICMR). It would be clear that the same Industry would have been the subject for quite
a few Independent studies, adopting different approaches, but without any attea:npt being made to Integrate
them. Each of these studies, however Is limited In scope. most of It being purely clinical, which excludes
the culture of factory - its organisational structure, technology. process. work climate etc. Besides very
little emphasis Is accorded to OHS In medlcal syllabus and In the training of medical personnel, which
In turn also limits the number of persons involving themselves in the cllnle�I research of occupational
health. Worse. even these llmited findings are not Incorporated andlor made the basis for appropriate
workable policies.
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SE�TION Ill
Before wa go on to outline the approach we have adopted In our attempt to study the effect of tanning
on the health of the workers at Olndlgul. we discuss below few studies that exist on the subject of leather
Industry. their methodologies and findings. This will help us In delineating how we dlffer and/or go beyond
what these studies have attempted. We start first with epldemlologlcal studies done abroad, then in India
. and in Tamilnadu; next we dwell on studies of a descriptive nature; finally we �ake up those studies which
give guidelines for research and policy based on their own survey of research and actions.
Deeoufle's 20 study In 1976 has brought out the cancer risks associated with· employment in leather and
leather product Industry. Following case control analysts, persons with suspected cancer from a cancer
institute (resident In the Institute between 1956 and 1965) were lntervlewed.2 1 Then retrospective examination
of occupational differences between persons with specific forms of cancer and persons without cancer were
done. Two groups, (1) persons engaged in manufacture of leather and leather products and (ii) persons
engaged in shoe making were taken as 'case' and 'contror. It was found that men and women with the
history of employment In leather and leather product showed significantly high risk of bladder cancer.
,.

Another retrospective study, was carried out In Leicestershire between 1976 and 1982, ellcltlng the causes
of perinatal death.22 The women interviewed were from 27 occupations. The analysis of maternal occupation
showed -that leather workers were at an increased .risk of having perinatal death when compared with other
manual ·workers of the same social class.
These studies draw our attention to an occupational hazard by the occurrence of disease because of high
concentration of the causative agents used in the work spot. Further these studies, with some statistical
tools, have also tried to trace/forecast relative riske of occurrence of the same disease for controls, who
are exposed to lesa concentration of causative agents. in the long run. In these studies, health is quantified
by using statistical tools. The cUnical picture of health dominates these studies. The fact that a worker
la not alck now but could fall sick In the long run due to exposure of causative agent is not of primary
concern In these studies.
In a study done at Kanpur,23 India, with a representative sample of 20 tanneries stratified on the basis
of tanning process and processing capacity, 497 workers in tanning operations (case) and 108 workers
in non-tanning operations but employed In tanneries (control). were studied. A social and medical questionnaire
was admlnistered.24 This study has found occupational morbldity26 among tannery workers to be high when
compared to non-tanning operations. This Is a cross· sectional study, where the relationship between disease
and other factors to which working population la exposed In . an occupational environment Is brought out.
While the above study was conceived in a more comprehensive manner by Including a medical and social
questionnaire, Its analysis of the data has however tended to remain cUnlcal with social components being
left out of the analysis.
A study conducted by the Indian Toxicology Resea.rch Centre26 using case-control method studied 266
tannery workers: 167 tannery workers formed the case while 99 workers of the same factory but in different
departments formed the control group. This study revealed that the incidence of skin disease among wori<ers
in the tan yard was very high as compared to those not working in the tan yard. The study Is a disease
oriented study, other diseases and hazards associated with tanneries are not taken into account In this
study. Socio-economic conditions of workers are once again omitted.
The study27 by Nandakumar and Baoklyavathy Is epldemlologlcal . in approach, where 500 male employees
of 1 1 large tanneries were subjects. It Is also a case-control study (purely clinical); the case component
7
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. was formed by those who were exposed to occupational environment while the control component were
family members of case not exposed to ocoupatlonal environment. The data wer� collected from the
health cards obtained from the Scudda Memorial Hospital, Ranipet. Eight dlsoases were Identified as
being more prevalent among those forming the case: using further statistical tools relative risks were
calculated. However, this study is based purely on physicians· records.
There are few more studies, dealing with occupational health in tanneries, but they are descriptive in
nature. The study done by NIOH,28 Ahmedabad. gives · a description of the Industry and brings out the
occupational health hazards in tanneries. No mention has been made about methodologies, findings etc.
The studies done by the Government of India .. Labour Investigation Committee29 and Labour Bureau30
describe the social conditions and give personal profiles of workers besides eluoldatlng the working
condition In tanneries. These studies however have nothing to do with clinlcaVpathological diagnosis of
diseases due to work In tanneries as . also stay In and around tanneries.
The monograph of the IARC31 based on secondary information and clinical tests has Identified the
carcinogenic chemicals used In leather tanning units. Similarly NIOSH,32 USA has Identified health
hazards at various processes and gives safety guidelines. particularly for the tanners and for better work
environment In tanning units.
These Independent studies, though useful. have not provided an overall picture of OH in tanneries. They
also seem to take an •either / or' approach: occupational illness studies do not touch upon Injuries the
workers may have suffered; while occupational injury studies are not concemed with the Illness that may
occur In the course of work.
A recent article on leather tanning in Tamllnadu33 discusses the Issue of health from a gender
perspective. The concentration of women In the most polluting process of the industry Is the prime
motivation of this study. The paper confines Its analysis to the Impact of different processes on the
workers (particularly women) involved in each; the environment outside the units but within the leather
Industry belt Is not taken Into account.
Apart from these, there are some published data available. but cannot be used for the following reasons :
The Annual Survey of Industries as well as studies undertaken by the Labour Bureau provide Information
on workers employed In registered units. However, these do not have · Information on occupational
diseases. Though the Annual Reports of the Factories Act provide Information on fatal and non.fatal
accidents the usefulness of the data are questionable. The absence of state level and/or lndustry..wfse
response, mechanism for surveillance findings, the lateness of reports. the failure to analyse data by
operational processes and geographic location .. all this limits the usefulness of their data.
Workmen's Compensation data present the most readily available Information on work related injuries.
However, these data exclude workers who do not claim compensation. Moreover there is underreporting
of accidents· to avoid payments of compensation as well as to avoid prosecution for negligence under
various Acts. (Because of procedural delays and Inability to· satisfy bureaucracy • this number Is quite
large). It also excludes cases of chronic Illness and Is also limited by adjudication procedures and
diagnostic criteria.
In sum, a reading of the various studies and approaches on OHS brings out the following; disease In
medical terminology Is reduced to a set of technical tools, the social environment of human beings who
suffer is thought to have very llttle relation to disease and disability. The medlco..technlcal definition of
OH makes one believe that a workers' health Is merely his capacity to be functional In performing work,
8
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where health la defined as an absence of disease or dlaablllty rather than a positive state of well-being.
Such an approach inevitably leads to obscuring the large range of damaging conditions to which worker•
are exposed but to which they have, by sheer necessity, adopted In a very perverse manner in the sense
of somehow managing to live with them. But more than this, a definition of OH of this sort serves a
profoundly political purpose. It serves to absolve capital and management of their responsibility In the
creation of so much misery at the work place, which according to some medically 'established' notions,
can be · declared non-medical and hence not related to . health at all. Apart from visible ill-health (which
requires Immediate. medical Intervention) the long range health disorders. problems of work-related stress
and anxiety, the not-so-Immediately apparent every-day discomfort and allenatlon of the work place,
monotony and competitiveness, lack of creativity, excessive and the Intensity of the work are definitely
problems of occupational health. It Is clear then, that. OH Is not Just a matter of technical definitions
nor Is its resolution a matter of relevant control technology, It Is primarily a question of social relation
of production which finally determines the social condition of work.34
Our study of the tanning Industry departs from the above studies In the following manner. We strongly
feel that It Is important to link the pattema of development In general to the production-structure and the
labour process characterising the Industry: this in tum means that besides detailing work process we need
to identify workers with each process and the consequent Impact on their health.35 Hence we
(a)

begin with the components that make up the tanning industry, · the processes .Involved In each of
these components, and the environment in, which workers In each of these components have to function :

b)

we have independently oollected information on the raw materials and ohemfcals used (with their toxic

· contents) in each of these processes, the likely hazards of these chemicals on workers health and
other physical hazards :

c)

Our field work which ls In progress is a cross sectional study covering workers Jn tannery - female.

d)

As already mentioned women workera are concentrated In the most polluting processes of the Industry.
However neither their work nor the reaulting hazards stemming from this work has been an Issue
Investigation and action. We In our field work, lay specific emphasis on this aspect
for aystematie
.
by Identifying them along with their work process and interviewing as many as we could regarding
their health • both due to occupational environment and environment outside the unit.

male: physicians and health workera: labour and health departments of the government, tanners,36
persons associated with labour unions and voluntary organisations :

In ahort what we are attempting l a a combinatJoa, of several approaehes to get a holistic picture of OH
In tanning.

Organisation of Tanneries In Dlndlgul : A Proflle and a Preliminary Summary of Findings.
The structural organisation of' the tanning industry . and the operations lnvotved In processing leather are
highly oomplicated. The Industry Is by and large •unorganised' In nature In the sense It Is largely outside
the purview of the Factories Act.37
The leather Industry has three different stages namely, tanning, finishing and manufacture of leather products.
Tanning l a basically converting animat hide/skin Into leather. The main processes Involved in converting
the raw hides/skins into leather are: flaying, curing, soaking, pickling,· tanning, colouring, setting, fatliquorlng,
stacking and finishing. The heterogeneity of raw materials (namely skins) and the different techniques of
tanning (like vegetable (El) tanning, chrome tanning. alum tanning, mineral tanning etc.) makes the whole

9

process complicated. The processes mentioned above can be combined, repeated, or omitted to suit quality
requirements of final products. (For more details and better. understanding about processes. a look at the
Flow Chart -I on "process Involved In leather tannlng11 wlll be useful).38
Our attempt Is to explain the components that constitute the production process and the environment In
which workers have to function. Our study area ls Dlndlgul.39 Here, by and large, only the processes up
to tanning Is done. Operations done In beam house are labour-Intensive and It Is here that workers come
In direct contact with raw hides and llme. It Is· a wet process� which Is prone to frequent accidents because
of slippery floors. The processes done In beam yard are common to all varieties of raw materials and
techniques of tanning.
After pickling, the technique of processing Is · decided. The hide/skin haa to be tanned either by the El
or the chrome method. The process Is done In the tan yard hi paddles and drums and with chemicals.
It is a wet process. Most tanneries In D1nd1gul atop with this operation. There are very few tanneries which
go up to finishing. Tanneries engaged In finishing. use only chrome Janning technique, where all processes
are mechanised and use of toxic chemicals la very high. Depending on what Is being tanned, there Is
a variation In processes and consequently a variation In the use of machine• and chemlcals.
What we would like to highlight Is, El tanning Is more labour Intensive and labourers come in direct contact
with chemJeals use hand tools, and are prone to health hazards . and accidents. On the other hand chrome
tanning Is equally hazardous because of the high level of toxicity of chemicals.· irrespective of the techniques
of processing
leather, tanning Is an accident prone Industry. for all workers have to work with wet skins/
.
hides. and that too when the machine la In motion. In other words It could be said that both techniques
of tanning are hazardous but In different ways.
On the whole the tanning industry is chemical intensive. Nearly 225 chemicals are used. The combination
of an unorganlsed industrial and labour structure. subhuman conditions of work (unguarded machines. Improper
handling of raw materials and chemical, feather dua�. wet floors, heavy noise etc.), creates apeciflc hazards.
It has been noted elsewhere40 that the accident and illness rate Is five times higher In tanneries than
· the average for all other Industries: it has also been estimated that on an average, every year. one In
every five tannery workers will be victims of work related Injury or Hlness.� 1
.

. :.

In Dlndigul, vegetable (El) tanning method Is more prevalent and therefore the operations are more labour·
intensive. especially In the case of hides.
According to statistics provided by the trade unions In Dindlgul, there are about 3000 labourers directly
employed In tanneries and nearty 7000 person• indirectly Involved with tanneries. ,Afnong the labourers
directly employed women workers oonstitute more than 25 percent of the direct labour force In tanneries.
It la Important to note here tha: · almost all. women and chJfdren working In tanneries are grouped under
Indirect employment for various reasons.
We have visited 60 tanning unlta42 that were functioning at . Dlndlgul during the time of our survey. These
tanning units can be grouped Into vegetable (El) and chrome (wet blue) tanning unlts.43 Out of the
60 units. 15 units were El units processJng hides: 25 units were chrome tanning units processing skins
and remaining 20 units did both El and chrome tanning accordJng to the need of the hour.44
We had mentioned above about the science of egronomy which tries to flt the Job/machine to the workers.
As a social scientist we tried to assess the sultablllty of the machines In tanneries from the workers•
point of view. We found the machines used In tannerlos quite big for an averaoe Indian to operate comfor1ably.
Further In the name of increasing production and efficiency, machine guards are removed when the work
10
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la In progress. Automatic sensor systems to avoid accidents aro also switched off or disconnected to
0
prevent break In production. Almost all employers perceive "safety and lll-health as an additional expenditure
to be reduced at any cost.
From our Interviews we were able to gather that, over the years, In order to Increase the pace and reduce
the time taken In production more and newer chemlcala are used. From the leather technicians of each
unit we have got a list and an estimate of the quantity of each chemical used In the various processes
of production. This information Is being corroborated with data from the purchase side and also from the
workers directly Involved In handling these chemicals. Toxlcologlats have estimated the harmful effects
of different chemicals for humans: they have also specified acceptable TLV limits. We hope to use these
standards to find out the level and toxicity of the chemicals that the workers come into contact directly
and indirectly In the tanneries.

A thorough clinical survey of workers la not possible. However medical Information on the state of health
of the workers is being collected at two levels: from (i) medical practitioners and (II) workers. This Is being
cupplemented with medical statistics available with the government hospitals at Olndigul, the primary health
centres, the mobile medical units (MMU) and tliae ESIS hospital.
•

Our prellmlnary finding• reveal :
(a)

Almost 95 percent of the women workera are concentrated In processes that are not even recognised
as· pre-tanning operations but which are, nevertheless, Indispensable for subsequent tannino operations
to be performed. The work done by these women workers constitute the most hazardous part in the
entire tanning Industry. Further, these women do not form patt of the work force reported In the Factories
Act, nor Included In other offlclal sources. If at all, they are recorded as sweeper or coolle and not
as tannery worl<er. Besides all of them are casual labourers. They are made · to work outside the
tannery premises.

b)

Given the above nature of the job aspect of women•. they are not entitled to any facilities - starting
from literally no roof over their heada, no provlalon of p ersonal protective equipment of any type,
no compensation for accidents or inJuries arising during their work. The question of maternity benefit,
ESI, fixed working hours and such allowances doea not arise alnce they are not counted as labourers
at all · under any of the Acts that apply to the tanning Industry.

c)

We found that the tannery workers' (men and women)perception qt ill-health coincided with that of
the toxicologists' estimate of harmful effect• of chemicals on humans. For example, sodium sulfide
Is a chemical used for unhalring. As p er toxicologists' findings, contact with this chemical continuously
would lead to morbidities like dermatitis, ulceration and bums, Inhalation leads to Irritation In respiratory
tract and damage lung tfsaue etc. Many workers who are engaged In the unhafrtng process however,
In the course of the Interview, reported th.e prevalence of dennatftla.. ulcer, respiratory tract Infection.

d)

State Intervention In the tanning Industry Is purely curative In nature. ESIS and MMU are the two
sources of preventive health. Less than 40 percent of the total tannery workers In Oindlgul have been
covered by ESIS� Three primary health centres In Dlndlgul has been directed by the collectorate of
Oindlgul since February 1990 to send a mobile team to tannery pockets once every week. This MMU
whose moblllty Is very erratic merely dispenses medicine, nothing elae. The preventive aspect of health
Is completely missing In the state's approach. The few rules and regulation to monitor working conditions
are not enforced and monitored even less. The soclo-pollttco set up has encouraged violation widely.
Individual officials cannot be blamed where a total ayatematJc violation takes place. At the most,
a penalty can be imposed, which is peanuts to the employers. It does not help to prevent health
hazards at worksites for labourera.
11
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e)

The way the industry is presently organized makes it extremely difficult to build-in hazard preventing
measures. With the increase in demand for finished leather, cases of processing of leather being
finished in three days has been reported. But this in turn means an extremely chemical intensive
operation. In such cases the labourer has to be present in front of the drums (which do the leather
processing in highly toxic chemicals) round the clock. This Increase in demand is directly linked to
the export market, where the emphasi$ Is on increasing the share in interantional market to the complete
neglect of what this implies to the workers of the · industry.

We are still processing our data. However, in our view, If well-being of labour were to assume centre
stage (extremely unlikely in near the future) then we may reach a conclusion that requires banning of
this industry, given the toxicity of chemicals used and · other physical and biological hazards involved in
its operations.
Flow. Chart 1
PROCESSES INVOLVED IN LEATHER TANNING
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